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Designing Embedded HardwareO'Reilly, 2002

	



	This is a book about designing computer hardware and specifically about designing small machines for embedded applications. It is intentionally hardware specific. There are plenty of books out there on writing code for embedded systems (such as Michael Barr's excellent Programming Embedded Systems in C and C++, another...
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Variation-Aware Adaptive Voltage Scaling for Digital CMOS Circuits (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2013

	Increasing performance demands in integrated circuits, together with limited energy budgets, force IC designers to find new ways of saving power. One innovative way is the presented adaptive voltage scaling scheme, which tunes the supply voltage according to the present process, voltage and temperature variations as well as aging. The voltage...
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ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbedNewnes, 2019

	
		ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbed gives readers a good understanding of the basic architecture and programming of ARM-based microcontrollers using ARM’s mbed software. The book presents the technology through a project-based approach with clearly structured sections that enable readers to use or modify them...
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Analog and VLSI Circuits (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
Featuring hundreds of illustrations and references, this volume in the third edition of the Circuits and Filters Handbook, provides the latest information on analog and VLSI circuits, omitting extensive theory and proofs in favor of numerous examples throughout each chapter. The first part of the text focuses on analog integrated circuits,...
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Principles of Modern Digital DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A major objective of this book is to fill the gap between traditional logic design principles and logic design/optimization techniques used in practice. Over the last two decades several techniques for computer-aided design and optimization of logic circuits have been developed. However, underlying theories of these techniques are inadequately...
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Embedded Microcontroller Interfacing for M CORE SystemsAcademic Press, 2000

	The "M·CORE" family of microprocessors is the latest 32-bit integrated circuit from Motorola designed to be a multi-purpose "micro-controller." The processor architecture has been designed for high performance and cost-sensitive embedded control applications with particular emphasis on reduced power consumption....
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Oscillators Simplified, With Sixty One ProjectsTAB Books, 1987
0 NE OF THE MOST BASIC OF ALL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS IS THE  oscilator, or signal generator. Virtually all electronics systems incorporate at least one such circuit.

While information on signal generators is not tenibly hard to find, there has been no single source devoted to the oscillator until now.

This book tells you all...
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Microwave Circuits for 24 GHz Automotive Radar in Silicon-based TechnologiesSpringer, 2010

	There are continuous efforts focussed on improving road traffic safety worldwide. Numerous vehicle safety features such as driver assistance systems have been invented. Many driver assistance features rely on radar-based sensors, but are highly-priced. Realization of low-cost radar front-end circuits would enable their implementation in less...
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Electronic Devices (Conventional Current Version) (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Electronic Devices  (CONVENTIONAL CURRENT VERSION) , Ninth Edition,  provides a solid foundation in basic analog electronics and a thorough introduction to analog integrated circuits and programmable devices. The text identifies the circuits and components within a system, helping...
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Digital Filter Designer's Handbook: Featuring C Routines/Book and Disk (Electronic Design & Construction)TAB Books, 1993

	This hands-on guide for circuit designers, technicians, and students discusses digital filter specification and design techniques. The book's coverage begins with a review of filter design fundamentals, complete with all the necessary mathematical background, and proceeds through the theory, operation, design and implementation of every...
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Nonlinear Microwave and RF Circuits, 2nd EditionArtech House Publishers, 2003

	Back in the days when I had a lot more energy and a lot less sense, I wrote

	the first edition of this book. I had just finished writing Microwave Mixers,

	and friends kept asking me, “Well, are you going to write another one?”

	Sales of Mixers were brisk, and the feedback from readers was

	encouraging,...
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Design of High-Performance Microprocessor CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book covers the design of next generation microprocessors in deep submicron CMOS technologies. The chapters in Design of High Performance Microprocessor Circuits were written by some of the world's leading technologists, designers, and researchers. All levels of system abstraction are covered, but the emphasis rests squarely...
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